APA Sample Bibliographic Format


248 Elements of a reference to an entire book (one author)
Author. (Year). Book title. Place: Publisher.

248 Elements of a reference to an entire book (two or more authors)
Author & Author. (Year). Book title. Place: Publisher.

249 A book by a corporate author (organization or group) as publisher
Corporate or Group Author. (Year). Book title. Place, Publisher: Author.

249 Elements of a reference to an entire book (edited book)
Editor (Ed.) or & Editor (Eds.). (Year). Book title. Place: Publisher.

249 Elements of a reference to an entire book (no author or editor)
Book title. (Year). Place: Publisher.

254 Elements of a reference to an entry in an encyclopedia

252 Elements of a reference to an article or chapter in an edited book
Article or chapter author. (Year). Article or chapter title. In Book editor’s name(s) [editor name not inverted] (Ed.(s)), Book title (article or chapter page numbers). Place: Publisher.
240 Elements of a reference to a scholarly journal (paginated by issue)
Article author(s). (Year). Article title. Journal title, volume number (issue number), page(s).

240 Elements of a reference to a scholarly journal (continuous pagination)

241 Elements of a reference to a magazine article
Article author. (Date on publication). Article title. Magazine title, volume number, page numbers.

242 Elements of a reference to an anonymous article in a daily newspaper
Article title. (Date on publication). Newspaper title, Section and page(s) number. [p. or pp.]

278 Elements of a reference to an article retrieved from an aggregated database

272 Elements of a reference to an article in an internet-only journal
Article author(s). (Date of article year, month day). Article title. Journal Title, volume number (issue number), page numbers. Retrieved month day, year, from URL electronic address

271 Elements of a reference to an internet article based on a print source
Article authors(s). (Year). Article title [Electronic version]. Journal Title, volume number (issue number), page numbers.

273 Elements of a reference to a multipage internet document created by a private organization
Organization. Title. Retrieved month day, year, from Electronic address URL for homepage.

272 Elements of a reference to an article in an internet-only newsletter
Author(s). (Year, month day). Article title. Newsletter Title, volume number (issue number), page numbers. Retrieved from Electronic address URL.
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